This intensive annual course is designed for serious students of immunology. Leading experts will present recent advances in understanding the biology of the immune system and its role in health and disease. This course is directed toward advanced trainees and scientists who wish to expand or update their understanding of the field. This is not a survey course and requires that attendees have a firm understanding of the principles of immunology. 43 Continuing Medical Education (CME) Category I credits are offered.* Minority Access to Research Careers (MARC) travel awards are available.

Registration Deadline: June 2, 2006.

Course Director: Olivia Martinez, Stanford University School of Medicine, Palo Alto, CA

FOR INFORMATION, COURSE OUTLINES, AND REGISTRATION, VISIT:

www.aai.org/Courses.htm

For questions or assistance in registering, contact aaioffice@aai.org or 301-634-7178.

Overseas applicants are advised to apply early for visas.

* This activity has been planned and implemented in accordance with the Essential Areas and Policies of the Accreditation Council for Continuing Medical Education (ACCME) through the joint sponsorship of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology (FASEB) and the AAI. FASEB is accredited by the ACCME to provide CME for physicians. FASEB designates this educational activity for up to 43 credit hours in category 1 credit towards the AMA Physician’s Recognition Award.
Does your organization have an active subscription to the foremost global scholarly immunology journal in the field? Do you know that this peer-reviewed journal is highly affordable and prints 15,000 pages a year? Do you know what you are missing if you don’t subscribe to The JI?

If you don’t know what’s in The JI, you don’t know what’s going on in immunology.

Here are some reasons to read and publish in The JI:

- 15th most cited biomedical journal (out of 6,089 ISI ranked scientific journals)
- New online features and upgrades: Online manuscript submission program
- Full text searching with full text display options
- Advanced web searching including citation mapping
- Table of Contents delivered via e-mail
- Searchable online print archives back to 1980

Editor-in-Chief  Robert R. Rich, M.D.
Executive Director/Managing Editor, AAI  M. Michele Hogan, Ph.D.

We invite you to visit our Web site at www.jimmunol.org for more information or contact Claire Sinks, Manager of Content Licensing and Subscriptions for The Journal of Immunology at 301-634-7805.
“Rapid Inspector” Tool is Integral Component of The JI’s Electronic Manuscript Submission Process

As of October 1, 2004, The Journal of Immunology (The JI) began accepting new manuscript submissions exclusively via online submission, using eMTS, The JI’s manuscript submission and tracking system.

Authors of revised and accepted manuscripts must test the quality of their digital images using the preflight software Rapid Inspector. This step is a requirement of The JI’s all-electronic production process. Preflight software is available as a downloadable Java applet by visiting: http://rapidinspector.cadmus.com/zim.

The above-referenced website includes detailed instructions on the installation of this application as well as guidelines for solving common problems with digital images. For assistance in using this tool, or in resolving problems that are reported with your images, contact The JI’s digital art support team. This is a dedicated helpline for The JI’s authors from which you can expect a response within 24 hours. It is available through e-mail and telephone:

E-mail: jidart@cadmus.com
Telephone: 410-691-6211

The helpdesk will guide you through solving your problems with digital art and support you in preparing images for publication.

EASY Online Copyright Request Form!

Do you need Copyright Permission?

You can find our EASY Copyright Permission Request Form at www.aai.org/ji/copyright.html.

Enter your contact information and The JI citation information for the original article. Name the publication where the article, figure, or table will be reproduced. Give the anticipated date of publication, and submit the request. It’s quick and easy!
Special Discounts for AAI Member Authors

Waiver of Manuscript Submission Fee for AAI Members

Corresponding authors who are regular, emeritus, or honorary AAI members in good standing on the date of manuscript submission to The Journal of Immunology (The JI) receive a waiver of the regular $50 submission fee.

Reduced Charges for Color Figures

Corresponding authors who are regular, emeritus, or honorary AAI members in good standing on the date their manuscript is accepted for publication in The JI are entitled to reduced charges for submitted color figures. AAI members receive a $200 reduction for the first color figure on each page.

For complete details on AAI member privileges and benefits, eligibility requirements, and application forms, please visit www.aai.org/membership or contact the AAI membership office at 301-634-7195 or by e-mail to members@aai.org.

For complete details on manuscript submission to The JI, please visit www.jimmunol.org or contact The JI office at 301-634-7197 or by e-mail to infoji@aai.org.